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Here, we report on the structural, optical and magneto-optical properties 

of  as-grown and thermal annealed GaPN thin films containing different N 

concentrations grown by Solid-Source Molecular Beam Epitaxy on GaP 

substrates. A wide range of characterization techniques were used to 

investigate the effect of N incorporation and thermal annealing effect of 

GaPN/GaP epilayers for a N content between 0.5% and 3%. Our results have 

shown that as we increase the N content the PL peak energy presents a red 

shift which is explained by a band gap reduction. However, important effects of 

exciton localization on optical properties were also evidenced from cw and time 

resolved PL (PLRT) and magneto-PL. Our results have demonstrated that as 

the concentration of N is increased, exciton localization effect is enhanced. A 

substantial improvement of the optical quality  and spin properties of the 

epilayers has been observed after thermal annealing which are significantly 

more important for samples with higher nitrogen contents.  

 



1. Introduction 

 

III–V dilute nitride alloys have recently attracted a great of attention for 

applications in optoelectronics particularly for solar cells [1-5]. Among these 

alloys, GaPN is an interesting material for pseudomorphic integration of 

photonics with silicon [6,7]. Furthermore, recently it was found that GaNP-

based nanowires are a promising material for innovative device applications 

due to their beneficial properties related to their architecture [8-11]. Gallium 

phosphide (GaP) has the smallest lattice mismatch with silicon (0.37% at room 

temperature) amongst all binary III–V compound semiconductors. In addition, 

the residual strain due to this lattice mismatch can be compensated by the 

incorporation of a few per cent of nitrogen (N)  in GaP [12,13]. It is therefore 

important to investigate the effect of incorporation of N in GaPN in order to 

obtain high crystal quality and lattice matched heteroepitaxial GaPN thin layers 

on silicon substrates for applications in optoelectronics and photovoltaics.  In 

fact, the doping of GaP semiconductor, which is an indirect bandgap 

semiconductor, with (N) isoelectronic impurity has been widely used in the past 

to improve its radiative efficiency, and thus, making it suitable for optoelectronic 

applications. It has been shown that the incorporation of N in GaP leads to an 

extremely large band-gap bowing and N-induced transformation from an indirect 

to a pseudo-direct band gap which consequently increases the emission 

intensity of the semiconductor. It was also previously shown that the 

incorporation of  small content of N into P-rich GaPAs leads to the formation of 

intermediate band and the change of the nature of the fundamental band gap 

from indirect to direct [14]. The observed N-induced modification of the 

electronic band structure was also explained by the Band Anti Crossing (BAC) 

model. The  changes of band structure is  usually described by this  model  that 

calculates the changes of band structure induced by isovalent N atom in a III-V 

host matrix . According to this  model, the interaction of the localized N level 

with the states of the GaPAs or GaP host leads to the formation of E− and E+ 

bands in GaNP or GaPN alloy, respectively [14]. In addition, the observation of 

the isolated intermediate band offers a potential of using P-rich GaNPAs or GaP 

alloys for intermediate band solar cells [15,16]. However, GaPN 

semiconductors have many non-radiative recombination channels,  mainly 



associated  with the formation of defects, such as vacancies, interstitials , and 

impurity atoms  that have a tendency to increase with the increasing of the N 

content. [17-20].  Particularly, the optical quality  can be improved if the density 

of defects are reduced which can be realized by optimizing the growth 

conditions or by performing post-growth annealing [21,22].  In the present work, 

we explored this effect by investigating as-grown and thermal annealed GaPN 

samples containing different N contents between 0.5 and 3%.  The effect of 

thermal annealing was not previously investigated for GaPN layers. In addition, 

we present for the first time magneto-optical results for GaPN layers under high 

magnetic fields for as-grown and annealed samples.  Structural properties were 

studied by high resolution X-ray diffraction and Raman scattering. Optical 

properties were analysed by photoluminescence (PL), photoluminescence 

excitation (PLE) and time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL). In general, our 

results have also revealed  the observation of the isolated intermediate band at 

low N concentration and important effects of exciton localization and 

improvement of the optical properties after thermal annealing of the GaPN 

layers which are essential for potential manufacture of GaPN based 

semiconductors devices.  In addition, a gexc factor of ~ 2  was observed which is 

similar for all the samples studied. 

 

 

2. Experimental Details 

 

In this work, the samples were grown by Solid-Source Molecular Beam Epitaxy 

(SSMBE) using the apparatus described in ref. [23]. Phosphorus and atomic N 

were generated with a valved cracker cell and a valved RF plasma N2 cell 

operating at a 400 W power and with a 0.5 sccm high purity N2 flow rate, 

respectively. Most of the samples have nominally the same structure, i.e. after 

the oxide desorption performed at 650 °C, a 100 nm-thick GaP buffer layer is 

grown at 580°C, followed by a 100 nm-thick GaPN epilayer grown at 480°C. 

Finally, a 10 nm GaP cap layer was deposited, in order to avoid surface 

contribution to the optical properties of GaPN. Specific samples (with similar 

growth conditions) were grown for detailed annealing studies by TRPL and 

transmission electron microscopy, where the GaPN active layers are 50nm-



thick and the GaP cap layers are 100 nm, in order to study structurally the N 

exodiffusion during annealing. The N composition in the GaPN layer was 

controlled mainly by the growth rate, V/III beam equivalent pressure ratio and N 

plasma cell valve opening, as described in details in ref. [23]. The GaP 

substrates were carefully selected to avoid N incorporation inhomogeneities due 

to roughening [24]. The N content was deduced from standard θ-2θ high 

resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) for the different samples, assuming a 

linear dependency of the GaPN lattice parameter with the N composition, as 

already shown in ref. 7 and 22 for similar thicknesses. In the following, the N 

contents measured for each sample are given with the corresponding 

experimental data. The GaPN layer thickness is limited to 100 nm in order to 

avoid plastic relaxation. Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) was performed at 

800°C for 5 minutes in a N2 and H2 mixture  atmosphere for some of the 

samples studied. PL measurements were performed at 10K using a Janis 

closed-cycle refrigerator cryostat and Andor 0.5m spectrometer coupled with Si 

CCD. Polarization resolved PL  measurements under magnetic field were 

performed at 2K in a 15T Oxford Magnet with the magnetic field parallel to the 

growth direction (Faraday configuration). A linearly-polarized blue line (488 nm) 

from a continuous-wave Ar+ laser was used as optical excitation. Therefore, the 

photogenerated carriers in the GaPN layers should not present any preferential 

spin polarization. Right () and left () circularly-polarized PL signals were 

selected with appropriate optical components (achromatic quarter wave plate 

and Glan-Thompson Calcite Polarizer). Raman scattering measurements at 

room temperature were performed using 488nm laser line and recorded with a 

triple grating spectrometer coupled with CCD detector. Experimental 

parameters were set to furnish a spectral resolution ~ 1.5cm-1. PLE 

measurements were carried out in a cold finger cryostat at low temperature 

(~10 K). A 50 W tungsten halogen lamp combined with a 1-m single grating 

monochromator served as tunable light source for both PL and PLE 

measurements. The emission from the layers was dispersed by a 0.75-m 

double monochromator and detected with a liquid-N cooled S1-photomultiplier. 

TRPL measurements were performed using a pulse-picker to decrease the 

Titanium-Sapphire laser repetition frequency to 4 MHz which is placed before a 

non-linear crystal to double the fundamental Ti:Sa emission energy to 3.1 eV 



(400 nm) in order to excite GaP (EGAP=2.27 eV). The laser light was then 

focussed to a 100 m spot diameter with a time-averaged power around 0.5 

mW. The PL signal is detected by using a Hamamatsu S1 streak camera. The 

PL decay times are then fitted using a double exponential decay function. 

STEM-HAADF (High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron 

microscopy) measurements were performed using a Cs corrected TEM/STEM 

Jeol2200Fs. The microscope was operated at 200 KV. The beam convergence 

angle was 30 mrad. For the HAADF detector, the collection angles used were 

62.3 mrad and 170 mrad for the internal and external angles, respectively. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Photoluminescence general properties 

Figure 1 (a) shows the typical PL spectra obtained for different N concentrations 

at 300K. In general, it was observed a red-shift of the PL energy peak with the 

increase of N content, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). This expected behavior is usually 

associated with the giant band gap bowing effect in dilute nitride alloys [25-32]. 

It is well known that N forms perturbed host conduction states which shift to 

lower energy when increasing the N content. In Fig. 1(b), bandgap energies 

calculated with tight-binding (TB) simulations are superimposed with 

experimental data, showing an excellent agreement. A 50 meV systematic shift 

was added to TB bandgaps that are performed nominally at 0K.  However, the 

incorporation of N in GaP also introduces important disorder effects which affect 

considerably the optical properties. These effects will be investigated later in 

this paper by different techniques such as Raman Spectroscopy, power and 

temperature dependent PL, TRPL and PLE. Figure 2 shows typical PL spectra 

for different laser power at low temperature (10K).  For all samples, different 

broad bands were observed at lower energies and sharp PL peaks at higher 

energies ( > 2eV) depending on laser power. These broad bands at lower 

energy are usually associated with exciton localization effects. The observed 

sharp emissions are due to NNi (nitrogen-nitrogen interstitial) centers. Actually, 

these sharp peaks are usually observed in the doping regime at low 



incorporation of N in GaP and in non-intentionally doped GaP due to residual 

doping. In GaP crystal, all these states are localized below the conduction band. 

In our case, the observed sharp lines are associated with the emission in the 

GaP substrate. In addition, the observed asymmetry of the broad band is 

usually attributed with disorder effects such as random fluctuations in alloy 

composition which could result in a smearing of band edges and in an extended 

density of states into the band gap. This asymmetry of the PL spectrum is well 

known for dilute nitrides. Due to the fact that the high energy tail is enhanced by 

thermal filling of the bands, the asymmetric shape is more pronounced at lower 

temperatures than at room temperature and higher laser power. Particularly, it 

was observed a blue shift of the PL band with increasing laser power and a 

reduction of band tail at lower energy. Furthermore, it was also found (not 

shown here) that the integrated PL intensity has a nearly linear variation as a 

function of excitation density. These features are usually explained by a gradual 

filling of energy states resulting from localized centers particularly due to alloy 

fluctuations in the low energy band tail. The radiative recombinations associated 

with the band tail are expected to be the dominant mechanism which would be 

responsible for this laser power dependence of PL spectrum. We have 

investigated the temperature dependence of GaPN layers with different N % 

content as shown in figure 3.  Figure 3 (a) shows the temperature dependence 

of PL peak energy. An anomalous behavior of PL peak position versus T was 

observed.  Particularly, the PL peak energy cannot be fitted by the Varshni 

equation. This behavior, which is similar to the reported results on other dilute 

nitride such as GaAsN and InGaAsN, evidences important effects of localization 

of excitons by disorder for all investigated GaPN layers. In general, it is well 

known that for dilute nitrides the temperature dependence of PL peak show an 

S-shape behavior [33-38]. However, only for the 2.7% N content it was possible 

to clearly evidenced this behavior, this result suggests a high carrier localization 

on this sample, we reinforces this fact with the next results  .  In order to 

improve the optical quality of our GaPN samples, we have performed thermal 

annealing treatment.  Figure 3b shows a typical temperature dependence of PL 

peak energy for annealed samples using laser excitation at 488nm and 30mW. 

A typical S-shape dependence of PL peak versus temperature was observed 

after annealing. Figure 4 illustrates a typical PL spectrum for 1.4% N at 300K 



before and after thermal annealing at 800°C and 5mins.  An important 

improvement of PL intensity for all samples was ascertained. Particularly for the 

1.4% N content this enhancement of PL intensity is about 3 times after thermal 

annealing. In addition, an important blue shift of PL spectrum after thermal 

annealing was determined. This result is in agreement with previous reports 

[39, 40]. Usually, at lower temperatures the PL spectrum is dominated by 

recombination of localized excitons. Above 200 K, the PL peak usually presents 

a blue shift and an increase of PL linewidth. At this condition, the localized 

carriers have enough thermal energy and starts to escape to the quasi-

delocalized states.  As mentioned before this effect was typically observed in 

dilute nitrides and is usually called the S-shape behavior. 

 

 

3.2. Structural properties 

Before discussing in details the impact of annealing and N composition on 

advanced optical properties, structural investigations have been performed by 

Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy to find out the main 

physical processes involved during annealing. Fig. 5(a), presents the Raman 

spectra at 300K for GaPN layers with different N concentrations. The most 

intense peak at around 402cm-1 is related to GaP LO-phonons. At 365 cm-1 is 

the TO-phonons peak, which is forbidden by Raman selection rules in 

backscattering geometry, but in this case they are activated by disorder. 

Spectral features with wave-numbers lower than 300cm-1 are associated with 

the density of states (DOS) of acoustic phonons. It is noticed that the LO-

phonon peaks (inset of Fig. 5 (a)) present the same width for N contents up to 

2.1 %, however, a large broadening is observed for N= 2.7%. Generally, peak 

broadening occurs as a consequence of a breakdown in the selection rule for 

the momentum conservation. In the presence of crystalline disorder, phonons 

become localized. The decrease in the uncertainty of the phonon localizations 

corresponds to an increasing in the uncertainty of their momenta, allowing 

phonons far from the Brillouin Zone center to contribute to the scattering 

process. Since GaP LO phonons present negative dispersion relation [41], the 

resulting spectral line will be broadened towards lower wavenumbers, indicating 



that the N incorporation has induced strong structural disorder in the layer with 

higher N proportion. Raman spectra of the samples after annealing were also 

measured. In fig 5 (b), the Raman data for the sample with N= 2.1%, are 

displayed as an example. No measurable change were found in the spectra 

taken before and after the annealing process, indicating that the thermal 

treatment did not produce significant structural modifications. STEM and XRD 

measurements were performed on similar samples (N= 2% but with larger GaP 

capping layer and thinner GaPN layer) in order to investigate possible structural 

changes of these samples after  annealing. Two cross-sectional STEM-HAADF 

images are shown in Fig. 6 before (a) and after (b) the annealing process. 

Surprisingly, GaPN layer has higher HAADF intensity compared to GaP ones. It 

worth noting that the HAADF image mode is also called Z-contrast imaging. It is 

proportional to the square of the atomic number. Thus, the heavier the elements 

the higher the contrast, that should lead to a larger HAADF intensity for the 

GaP. This effect has been reported recently in GaAs/GaAsN layers [42,43]. It is 

here attributed to the static atomic displacement effect [44]. The corresponding 

contrast profiles are also given along the growth direction (Fig.6(c)). From this 

figure, we can conclude that as-grown and annealed GaPN/GaP interfaces are 

sharp and well-defined and that structural inhomogeneity is not observed inside 

the GaPN epilayers, as confirmed also by X-ray diffraction experiments, see ref. 

22. From the important findings that no modification of the GaPN is observed 

during the annealing, keeping the same interface quality and HAADF contrast, 

we evidence that exodiffusion of N out of the GaPN layers did not occur during 

the annealing process. This tends to indicate that structural non-radiative 

defects that are impacted by annealing are not related to N local 

inhomogeneities, but more probably to Ga-vacancies induced during the 

growth-process, which also explains why the impact of annealing cannot be 

clearly seen from X-ray diffraction and Raman experiments. 

3.3. PLE results  

 

Figure 7(a) shows the PL (open circles and solid square) and PLE (solid line) 

spectra at 10K for the as-grown and annealed samples for N= 1.4%.  We have 

observed that the PLE spectra is dominated by a broad band centered at ~2.3 



eV. This broad band has been reported previously [45,46] for N  concentration 

up to 0.56% and was associated with a miniband created by the coupling 

between N-levels and the conduction band. For low N% concentration a PLE 

peak associated with an exciton bound to an isolated N atom is usually 

observed and labelled A-line. By increasing the N concentration this line results 

in a broader band.  A shoulder at ~2.2 eV was also observed and attributed to 

the isoelectronic traps formed by NN pairs (NN1). The PLE spectra were also 

measured for several detection energies (not shown here) for both samples and 

showed a similar result indicating that the emission and absorption bands are 

due to the same layer. In addition, a large energy separation between the PL 

and PLE peaks was observed. Particularly, a Stokes Shift of ~190 meV was 

seen for N=1.4% as-grown sample. Since the PLE spectra are related to the 

density of states, the high density of the continuous states may dominate, 

whereas the radiative transitions occur for the occupied states, at lower energy 

(localized states). This effect explains the large energy separation between 

absorption and emission observed in Fig. 7(a), which is typical for GaPN layers. 

After thermal annealing, this energy separation was drastically reduced to ~130 

meV, suggesting that thermal annealing reduces the localized states, possibly 

due to defects and potential fluctuations, resulting in a PL blue shift and a 

decreasing of the PL broadening. However, it was observed that the peak 

position of the PLE band was not affected by the thermal annealing. On the 

other hand, the PLE band width was reduced which could also be related to the 

reduction of the localized states in the sample.  Considering that the N states 

become a mini-band in the gap, it is reasonable to consider a parabolic band 

around the edge, i.e.  the density of states can be described  as           

for the minimum energy edge, where A0 is a constant and E0 is the minimum 

band edge. Similarly, for maximum edge the density of states can be given by 

        . where AF is a constant and Et is a threshold band edge. We can 

extract the absorption edge (E0 and Et) for each PLE spectra.  Considering that 

the PLE band shown in Fig. 7(a) is related to the lower branch of the impurity 

mini-band, we can estimate band width by (Et - E0). The values of E0, Et, and (Et 

- E0) are plotted in figure 7(c) as function of N concentration for annealed 

samples. The value of Et is independent of the N composition, while, as 



expected, E0 decreases  and  (Et - E0) increases due to the increase of the 

coupling as N increases. We also plot the energy separation between E0 and PL 

peak (Stokes shift) in Fig. 7(b). The Stokes shift increases from N content from 

1.4% to 2.1% and then remains constant. The localization effects seem to have 

a saturation for large values of N%. 

 

 

3.4. Time Resolved Photoluminescence  

Typical TRPL streak images for a N= 1% sample before and after annealing are 

shown in Figure 8 (a) and (b), respectively, at T=10K.  In general, it was 

observed that the decay time of GaP(N) is usually of several nanoseconds 

probably due to the indirect nature of the recombination. The temporal and 

spectral evolutions presented in the  figures do not change drastically from one 

sample to the other, the overall shape is always similar. But looking more 

carefully at the two presented streak images, one can see that annealing 

slightly impacts the time-resolved PL properties in terms of a narrowing of the 

spectrum and modification of the radiative lifetime. From streak images, PL 

decay times are fitted by using a double exponential decay function, τ1 and τ2 

being the associated lifetimes. The origin of these two decay times could be 

ascribed to: (1) delocalised state emissions associated with shorter decay times 

and (2) emissions associated with localised density of states (longer decay 

times). Both of them being impacted by the presence of non-radiative centers. 

Figure 8 (c) and (d) present the PL decay times measured for N= 1% sample 

before and after annealing. In this case, beyond the spectral narrowing clearly 

observed in the annealed sample, the decay time evolution does not change 

significantly, and a small decrease of the τ2 value at 10K is even measured, as 

compared to the as-grown samples. It is then concluded that in this range of 

compositions, the annealing mainly plays an important role on the homogeneity 

of the samples, but does not impact significantly on non-radiative recombination 

contributions. It was also observed that the longer decay times are more 

sensitive to thermal annealing. Particularly, a characteristic S-shape as a 

function of the temperature was observed after annealing, similar to the  

behaviour usually observed for the temperature variation of the PL peak in 



dilute nitrides. This result points to the existence, after annealing, of shallower 

and fewer N-induced defects which can be ionised at relatively low temperature: 

an increase of the decay time is observed starting from a temperature as low as 

40 K, in parallel to a symmetric increase of the band gap (not shown).   The 

same analysis is now performed on samples having N= 2%. Decay times for as-

grown and annealed samples are reported in fig. 9 (a) and (b), respectively. In 

this case, both decay times are always significantly larger after annealing, which 

evidences an overall improved optical quality of the material. Whereas for the 

as-grown sample the decay times monotonously decrease with the 

temperature, for the annealed sample it is clear that temperature-activated 

defects dominate only above 150K. These improved optical qualities are 

confirmed by the observation of a sizeable larger activation energy of the 

decrease of the PL integrated intensity as a function of temperature (Fig. 9(c)) 

and a marked overall narrower linewidth (Fig. 9(d)). Therefore, the benefits of 

post-thermal annealing are significantly more important in samples with high N 

contents. All these data are consistent with an improved optical quality of the 

annealed GaPN layer, a key result for the realisation of buffer layers for the 

monolithic integration of optoelectronic devices on silicon [47- 50]. 

 

3.5. Magneto-PL 

 

We have performed a detailed study of magneto-optical properties of 

GaPN layers. It is important to mention that no results of magneto-

luminescence resolved in polarization measurements  in GaPN systems have 

been reported previously. Figure 10 shows typical PL spectra as function of 

magnetic field at 2K and 30mW of laser excitation for the sample with N= 2.1%. 

It was observed that the diamagnetic shift, which is obtained from the difference 

between the energy peak under magnetic field and zero magnetic field, is 

almost zero which evidences important effects of exciton localization in GaPN 

layers. Similar results were observed in all as-grown and post-thermal annealed 

GaPN samples with different N concentrations.  These results evidence 

important effect of exciton localization [51,52] in GaPN layers probably due to 

composition variation which cannot be changed after thermal annealing 



treatment.  We have also investigated the polarization resolved PL for as-grown 

and annealed layers. Figure 11 show typical σ+ and σ− polarization resolved PL 

spectra for N= 2.1% samples (as-grown and annealed) at 2K and under 15 T. It 

was observed that only for N= 2.7% sample the polarization increases linearly 

for all the range of the magnetic field applied. Nevertheless, this behavior was 

also observed in the other samples at low fields, ~B = 6 T and tends to saturate 

at higher magnetic fields, reaching values up to ~ 40%. A similar behavior was 

observed in InGaAs quantum well structures where the magnetic field  

dependence of the polarization  was attributed to the fact that it is proportional 

to the spin polarization of holes once both electron spin levels below EF are 

equally occupied. At low magnetic fields the polarization of holes is determined 

by ghμBB/(kBT) and then  saturates at high B because of the similar occupation 

of spin levels for holes [53,54]. Here, gh is the hole g-factor and B is the Bohr 

magneton.  The fact that we found a linear behavior only in the sample with 

higher content of N, indicates a higher efficiency of the annealing eliminated 

more significantly the scattering centers for the relaxation of the spin of the 

holes in this sample.  A significant value of odd circular polarization degree for 

GaPN layers was obtained. In addition, an increase of the degree of polarization 

was observed after thermal annealing which could be explained by important 

changes of spin relaxation and recombination times after thermal annealing due 

to the reduction of defects [55,56]. This effect is illustrated in figure 12 which 

shows the magnetic field dependence of degree of polarization for the as-grown 

and annealed samples.  An interesting effect is observed in these GaPN layers. 

We remark that the difference between the circular polarization degree of the 

as-grown samples and annealing samples increases as the N concentration 

increases. This result is consistent with the fact that the effect of the annealing 

must be more efficient in reducing the defects which cause spin relaxation in 

samples with higher N concentration. In the diluted limit of the impurity 

concentration, the annealing is less efficient in decreasing those scattering 

centers.  Moreover, the higher polarization degree is obtained for the sample 

with N= 1% for both as-grown and annealed samples. This fact reinforces the 

previous results related with the increase of the polarization degree Post-

thermal annealing which indicates that for this N concentration, less scattering 



centers for spin relaxation are present in the sample. Finally, we have 

determined the gexc factor for GaPN layers. The inset of the figure 11 (a) 

presents the normalized PL spectra for  and  emission in order to obtain 

the spin splitting for sample with N= 2.1% at 15T. From this value we have 

extracted a gexc factor of ~ 2 which is similar for all the samples studied.  

Despite a relatively high circular polarization of the light emitted in relation to 

other systems with localized effects, the small spin splitting is related with the 

fact that the relaxation of the spin via scattering from defects and impurities in 

this system, is accompanied by a decrease of the Zeeman energy, which 

requires coupling of the spin system with the lattice [57]. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

We have studied the effects of N incorporation and thermal annealing on the 

optical, structural and spin properties of GaPN layers. We have evidenced 

important effects of localization of carriers by disorder. In addition, it was also 

shown that the annealing process successfully improves the optical qualities of 

the epilayers in terms of PL intensity, PL decay time, activation energy, 

linewidth and polarization degree. Nevertheless, no modification of the GaPN 

structural properties was observed after thermal annealing. In addition, We 

presented for the first time a study of polarization resolved PL in these systems. 

The magneto-PL results revealed that the diamagnetic shift is almost zero 

which also  evidences important effects of exciton localization in GaPN layers. A 

relatively high circular polarization of the light emitted was observed for all 

samples at high magnetic fields which are higher than the values observed in 

other systems with localized effects. Finally, our results evidenced an 

improvement of the optical properties after thermal annealing of the samples 

which is essential for potential manufacture of GaPN based semiconductors 

devices.  
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1: (a) Typical PL specta at 300K for GaPN samples with various N 
compositions (b) Energy of the maximum room temperature PL intensity as a 
function of N content at room temperature. The red solid line is the calculated 
bandgap using tight-binding models from ref. [29]   

Figure 2: Typical PL spectra at low temperature (T=10K) for different laser 
powers. (a) N=2% and (b) N= 2.7% 

Figure 3.   PL peak energy versus T (solid circles) and Vashni fitting (solid lines) 
at 30mW. (a) as-grown sample, (b) after annealing. 

Figure 4: PL spectra at 300K before and after thermal annealing for a laser 
wavelength of 488nm and power of 100mW. 
 
Figure 5: (a) Raman spectra at 300K for samples with different N% 
incorporation using a laser of 488nm (2.54 eV). The inset shows the details of 
the LO-mode peak. (b) Raman spectra of the as-grown and annealed samples 
with N= 2.1%,.  
 
Figure 6: STEM-HAADF images for a GaP0.98N0.02 sample (a) as-grown and (b) 

annealed. A comparison of HAADF intensity profiles normalized to the one of 

GaP is given in (c). 

Figure 7. (a) Typical PL and PLE for N= 1.4% at 10K for as-grown and 
annealed samples. (b) Stokes shift (c) edge and threshold energy (left) and 
band width dependence with the nitrogen concentration for annealed samples 
(right). 

Figure 8.  Typical Streak camera images  for N= 1% at 10K for (a) as-grown and 
(b)annealed samples. The  temperature dependence of the measured PL decay 
times of the 1%N containing GaP sample as grown (c) and after annealing (d) 

Figure 9: Decay times measured in the GaP0.98N0.02 sample as a function of  
temperature for (a) as-grown sample and (b) annealed sample. Associated 
Boltzmann plots are drawn in (c), with corresponding extracted activation 
energies. PL linewidths as function of temperature are given in (d).  

Figure 10: Magnetic dependence of the  PL spectra for the N= 2.1 % sample. 
The inset shows the normalized spectra for 0 T and 15 T. Measurements taken 
at 2K with a power excitation of 30mW. 
 
Figure 11.   Polarization resolved spectra obtained at 2K, 15T at  and power 
excitation of 25 mW for both (a) as-grown and  (b) annealed GaPN samples 

with N= 2.1%. The inset shows the normalized spectra for  and  emission.  
 
Figure 12. Magnetic field dependence of polarization degree at 2K before and 
after thermal annealing for GaPN layers for different N% contents 
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